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A Color Based Touchless Finger Mouse
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Abstract— People work with computers almost anytime, everywhere in the current trend. However, continuously controlling a
computer with mouse for a long time might cause much strains to people’s wrist. This work proposes a touchless finger mouse using
webcam. A marker with different colours representing different actions is used. The webcam will capture the information on the
marker and trigger the associated actions. This prototype is proven to be able to perform most of the actions a normal mouser can
perform.
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Section 2.0 explains some issues related to mouse and
how the prototype in this work overcomes the issues. Section
3.0 describes the technical aspects of the prototype and
ultimately some conclusions are drawn in Section 4.0.

I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, computers have become an inherent part of
human livings. People always deal with computers in their
work, in their life, and even in their entertainment activities.
In work, they use applications like word processing,
spreadsheets, or some specialized software like Computer
Aided Design (CAD), SPSS predictive analytics software,
and so forth to solve their daily tasks. In life, people are
shifting the trend to online transactions. Goods will be sent
to their door by just a few clicks. Bills are paid by just a few
clicks. Hang-outs with friends could be done via internet as
well. Computers are just anytime, everywhere, everyone.
A mouse is typically used with a computer to control the
motion of a cursor in a graphical user interface (GUI). There
are some main operations that a mouse can perform. Firstly,
pointing-and-clicking can select files, programs or actions
from a list of menus, or through icons. It can also trigger the
floating menu which will only appear by right clicking.
More particularly in clicking, a user can right click, single
click (left click), double click, triple click, and etc. Secondly,
drag-and-drop can move the object by holding the mouse
button down while moving the cursor to different location.
However, it is recently found that a mouse can cause
repetitive strain injury (RSI) [1], [2] when users repetitively
control a mouse to perform their tasks on the computer. In
view of this, our work proposes a touchless finger mouse
where the users are able to perform mouse operations simply
by showing their finger in front of a webcam. The noncontact element makes this a good solution for outdoor
installations because no contact with peripherals is needed.

II. RELATED ISSUES
There are some ergonomically designed mice to help
increasing the comfort when using a mouse, such as a roller
mouse, vertical mouse, joystick, or switching from using a
mouse to a stylus pen with graphic tablet [3]-[5], but in
chronic RSI they may result only in shifting the problem to
another area. Some of these devices are expensive, which
might not be widely affordable to general users.
The proposed prototype is designed to address the above
problems while preserving the main characteristics of a
mouse. Firstly, it is simple to operate. Secondly, it is low
cost device. Thirdly, it can select graphic object quickly.
Lastly, it is used for quick positioning of cursor on an item.
Besides that, the proposed work also has some strength over
the existing devices to substitute mouse, as follows:
a. For those existing free hand mouse control program,
users may need to use some high cost unique devices
[6]-[8] or high resolution cameras. As for the prototype,
it just needs to use a low cost color marker which could
be D.I.Y. and a webcam.
b. Most of the existing free hand mouse control programs
need some complex steps to perform a simple click
operation. The prototype is able to perform click
operations, drag operations, and some other simple
actions.
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IIII. PROPOSED SYSTEM DESIG
GN

witth a lower inteensity value. D
Difference vaalues close to zero
are likely to have resulteed from miinor backgroound
flucctuations while large diffeerence valuess indicate thaat an
object is presentt in the foregground. Speciffically, Eq. (11) is
useed to create a binary map Ibi(x,y) wheree the presencce of
onees is used to denote moviing objects. Fig.
F 3 showss the
diffference imagee before threshholding and affter thresholdiing.

The
T prototypee involves a feew processing steps as depiicted
in Fig.
F 1.
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Fig. 1 System
m flow diagram

A. Image Acquissition and Bacckground Subttraction
The
T proposed prototype is able to captu
ure motion in real
tim
me. Firstly, im
mage acquisitioon obtains im
mage frames ffrom
the webcam. Theen a backgrouund model is developed ass the
basis for motionn detection. The
T backgroun
nd model willl be
dated frequenttly to adapt to changes in illlumination.
upd
Background
B
ssubtraction appproach is th
hen deployedd to
iden
ntify moving objects from
m the portion of a video frrame
thatt differs signiificantly from
m the backgro
ound model. T
This
process aims to eextract the reggion of interest from the imaages.
Thee ultimate purrpose of backkground subtraaction is to alllow
the system to reccognize the poosition of the marker
m
accuraately.
mputational complexity
c
off 3In order to redduce the com
mensional RG
GB colour im
mages, every image framee is
dim
con
nverted to grreyscale form
m which is 2-dimensiona
2
al in
inteensity. After conversion, the
t area of th
he colour maarker
willl be extractedd and highligghted as a brright gray coolour
regiion. Fig. 2 is an example of the colourr extraction reesult
for red colour.

Fig. 3 Differrence image beforre thresholding (lleft), and after
thresholdding (right)

There
T
will stilll be some nooise remaining
g in the differeence
imaages, though this
t is often im
imperceptible.. Median filteering
is used
u
to remov
ve the noise. M
Median filteriing is a nonlinear
opeeration often used
u
in imagee processing to
o reduce "salt and
pep
pper" noise. The
T particulariity of the med
dian filter perrmits
it to
o smooth an image withouut the degree of blurring thhat a
lineear filter with similar ssmoothing ch
haracteristics can
intrroduce. Mediaan filter will rreplace the vaalue of a pixeel by
the median of th
he gray levelss in the neigh
hbourhood of that
pixel. This meth
hod is particuularly effective when the noise
n
patttern consists of strong, sspikelike com
mponents and the
chaaracteristic to be
b preserved iis edge sharpn
ness.
Fig.
F 4 shows the
t images beefore median filtering and after
a
med
dian filtering. It could bee clearly seen
n that the im
mage
beffore median fiiltering contaiins some salt and pepper noise
n
whiich is represeented by smalll white areass. Such noise had
beeen greatly reduced in thee resulting im
mage of median
filteering.

Fig.
F 2 Sample imaage before extracction (left), and affter extraction (rigght)
Fig. 4 Image before median filtering ((left), and after median
m
filtering (rright)

B. Image Processsing
After
A
the coloour extraction image was obtained,
o
the nnext
step
p is image prreprocessing. Preprocessing
g is to refinee the
resu
ulting image to remove unnecessary
u
noise. Since the
colo
our extractionn image is inn greyscale fo
orm, it is easyy to
chaange to binaryy form by thhresholding. The
T advantagee of
chaanging to binnary form iss that it cou
uld increase the
exeecution speed. Besides, it heelps to save th
he storage spacce.
Thresholding
T
iis a labelling operation on a greyscale im
mage
thatt distinguishees pixels of a higher inten
nsity from piixels

After
A
median filtering, the binary imagee will still conntain
som
me larger noise with differeent sizes. Hencce, a size filteering
is needed to ree recognize the area of marker’s coolour
his work, the opening operration is adoppted.
acccurately. In th
Thee opening operation
o
perrforms an erosion
e
operaation
folllowed by a dilation opperation usin
ng a predeffined
neig
ghbourhood or
o structuring eelement. The erosion operaation
is to
t filter out the spurious noise of thee objects. Ass for
dilaation operatio
on, it will fi
fill up the object holes. The
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opeening block uses flat strructuring eleements only and
rem
moves from a binary imagge all connected componnents
(objjects) that haave fewer thann P pixels to produce anoother
binary image, whhere the P valuue is predeterm
mined via sevveral
The region off marker will be clearly sttated
triaal and error. T
out after labellinng. Fig. 5 shoows the imagee before and aafter
opeening operatioon.

This
T centroid point is then m
mapped to thee computer screen
by calculating the
t
ratio of the screen resolution
r
to the
web
bcam resolutiion. We needd to subtract the coordinatte of
the centroid po
oint in relativve to the to
otal resolutionn to
oveercome the miirror effects. A
As we are faccing a webcam
m, it
is just
j
like we are facing a mirror. Hence, when we are
moving to the right in our plane, the mirror
m
is actuually
moving in the reverse direcction in its own plane. The
map
pping calculattion is given in Eq. 4.
RS y
RS x
(4)
X  ( RC
Cx  x ) 
, Y  ( RC y  y ) 
RCx
RC y
where X and Y are
a the cursor point on com
mputer screen, RCx
and
d RCy are the resolution off webcam, RS
Sx and RSy aree the
reso
olution of com
mputer screen..
Different
D
actiions will bee triggered according
a
to the
diffferent types of
o colour. To avoid confussion in triggeering
actiion, the systeem will comppare the num
mber of pixels of
diffferent colourss. The action associated to
o the colour with
w
larg
gest number of
o pixel will bee triggered. For example, iff the
system gets the number
n
of redd colour pixel more than other
o
colo
our pixel, it will
w trigger thee red colour acction.
The
T marker contains three sides of diffferent colours and
eacch side of colo
our will triggerr different mo
ouse action. Thhose
threee colours aree red, green, aand blue. For red colour, it will
con
ntrol mouse cu
ursor to move according to the finger mootion.
As for green colo
our, the user ccan perform double click acction.
Wh
hile blue colo
our will allow
w the mouse to perform drag
d
actiion or perform
m right click ac
action.
Hence,
H
given a scenario whhere the user would
w
like to start
a program. The user could moove the curso
or by showingg red
colo
our side of maarker to webccam. Once the cursor reacheed at
the desired locattion, the userr can turn thee marker to green
colo
our side so th
hat the doublee click action can be triggeered.
Theen the application will be innitiated.
Let
L say the user
u
would liike to move a file from one
locaation to anoth
her location. FFirst, the user could choosee the
filee by moving the
t red colourr marker to th
he position off the
filee. Then turn th
he marker to blue colour side
s
to right click
c
and
d move the finger
f
to destiination locatiion. Besides that,
t
useers can also draw
d
on paint
nting program using the finnger
mouse.
A combination
n of colour coould be used to perform a task
too. For example, the user w
would like to delete a file. The
useer could selectt the file by ussing the red co
olour marker, and
then
n turn to blue colour side too right click on
o that file, soo the
floaating menu will
w appear. FFrom the meenu, the user can
cho
oose the delete option by using the reed colour maarker
agaain. All these could be donee simply by moving
m
the coolour
marrker in front of
o the webcam
m. Fig. 7 illustrates the struccture
of the
t marker.

Fig. 5 Image bbefore opening opperation (left), and after opening
operatioon (right)

mentation
C. Motion Segm
After
A
the imagge preprocesssing, the next step is to exttract
the region of innterest for furrther processiing using mootion
d
techn
nique, it will hhelp
segmentation. Byy using edge detection
to reduce
r
the seaarch area and detect bound
dary of the coolour
marrker by tracinng the outline or contour of
o the object. An
edg
ge may be ablle to be regarrded as bound
dary between two
disssimilar regionns in an image.
In
I order to gett the boundingg box of the colour
c
marker,, the
systtem will searcch through thee rows from top
t to bottom and
the columns from
m left to right.. The boundin
ng box is obtaiined
by using
u
Eq. (2).. After finisheed searching, the
t bounding box
of the colour arrea will be stored
s
in memory for furrther
processing. Fig. 6 shows thee bounding box of the coolour
marrker.
X  max(columnn)  min(colum
mn)
Y  max(row)  min(row)

(2)

Fig. 6 Bounding boox of the colour area
a

D. Colour Deterrmination andd Action Trigger
After
A
getting the boundingg box of the colour
c
region,, the
systtem is able tto determine the position of the cursorr by
map
pping the ccentroid of the colour region to the
corrresponding ccoordinates on the compu
uter screen. The
cen
ntroid is given by the follow
wing equation.
x

1 n
 xi ,
n i 1

y

1 n
 yi
n i 1

(3)
Fig.
F 7 The structurre of colour mark
ker
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